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George Mikan's 1948 Bowman rookie card has sold at auction for as high as $218,500. Michael Jordan's 1986 Fleer rookie card has gone for as much as $82,000. Sophisticated brand LeBron James 2004 autographed jersey rookie card is a relatively recent map that is appreciating quick value because of James' stature in the game and
limited run of the card. After all, basketball card values follow the basic rules of supply and demand. Value affects several factors. The popularity and achievement of individual players has a major impact on the likeness. Basketball cards from early runs, especially legendary players, are limited. Older or vintage cards are harder to find
given the effects of time on numbers and condition. The better condition of any card, the greater its relative value. Autographed cards, jersey cards with low print runs or limited editions and unique cards tend to have higher values, according to Info Barrel. High-end rookie cards, like the Michael Jordan card, are usually more valuable. In
fact, rookie cards usually have a higher value than others. When it comes to popularity and the sheer volume of collectors, basketball is usually not as desirable as baseball and football. However, the strong international demand and status of some elite NBA stars do put basketball rookie cards in a special category. Walmart has not only
expansive inventory, but also many services that help shoppers unearth low prices. Knowing how to guarantee free shipping or navigate a website and app are some of the ways you can increase your chances of walking away with a deal. Here's how to get started: 1. Download the Walmart app, the Walmart app, free download from the
App Store and the Google Play Store, is the center of savings. Here's why: it allows you to create a shopping list that can help you stick to the plan and avoid impulse purchases. You can see your weekly ad to see what's sold at your local store, and browse your savings by category. The Savings Catcher feature can potentially get you a
price adjustment after you make a Walmart store purchase using Walmart Pay. Submit a receipt, and the savings catcher will look for competitors' ads at lower prices than the qualified products you buy. It refunds you the difference in walmart e-gift card, which you can use for future store or online purchases. 2. Explore discounts
Walmart.com Walmart website also lists deals. The all chapters page that you can access from the website drop-down menu contains the Big Savings section with a few options. Here you will find links to clearance, rollbacks and special buy pages where you can see an assortment of highlighted-down products in all categories. Also under
this section is the value of bundles, package offers for several or additional items such as two pairs of jeans or a combo bookshelf. Walmart's Dare to Compare Page Highlights sold at the same price or less than its competitors. Walmart's Dare To Dare The page highlights the products it sells at the same price as or less than competitors
such as Amazon, Best Buy and Target. For additional savings, check the weekly ad and coupons pages at your local store by entering your zip code, and subscribe to email newsletters using the box located at the bottom of the website. » MORE: How to coupon walmart 3. Use the free delivery factor at shipping costs when comparing
prices between retailers. Walmart will cover your shipping costs if you meet the minimum threshold. The retail giant offers free two-day shipping select online orders of $35 or more, no membership required. Millions of items are covered by several categories, including food, household goods, clothing and jewellery. Filter your search or
search for items marked 2-day shipping. Orders of $35 or more will receive free standard shipping if the goods are not eligible for two-day delivery. » MORE: Target's Cartwheel App Review 4. Shop at the right time Walmart sales mostly pop up near major holidays and popular shopping events. Keep an eye out for items on your list
around these times in particular: Black Friday: Walmart is one of the top Black Friday players. It slashes prices for just about everything around Thanksgiving, including TV, computers, toys and more. Next week's Cyber Monday sales and December's Green Monday also feature large discounts on electronics and other items available
mostly online. July: This usually slow shopping month can be a good time to score deals. In the past, Walmart has launched sales and promotions in early or mid-July to compete with Amazon's annual Prime Day event and other retailers' Christmas or Black Friday July sales. We've seen Walmart offer discounted electronics and free
shipping for all purchases. Back to school season: The retail chain offers school delivery deals in the summer, usually in August and September. 5. Consider walmart rewards card If Walmart is your main shopping destination, applying for a store credit card could be a good call. Walmart card benefits include saving on gas and other
purchases at the big-box store and other retailers. But explore alternatives before you apply. 6. Buy refurbished products Save money by purchasing pre-owned electronics instead of buying a new one. Visit the Walmart-certified updated page to find discounts like new PCs, smartphones, tablets, and more. » MORE: 12 ways to save on
groceries 7. Use price comparison research prices elsewhere, especially large ticket items, before and after you make a purchase. Walmart will match competitors' prices in some cases when you shop online or in a store. Learn more about the price comparison policy on your website. 8. Trade your Maybe you have an old smartphone or
tablet that is around. If so, consider marketing it online or participating in a Walmart store in exchange for an e-gift card that you can transfer toward your next purchase. Ready to save? When and how to shop at Walmart are important ways to save money. Start with using the Walmart app to create a list and search for discounts. In
addition to checking the usual spot savings – such as clearance and coupons sections – consider other ways to pay less, including buying refurbished technology through price matching or trading your electronics. Walmart operates two types of transfers: Walmart2Walmart, which is operated by Ria, and Walmart2World, which is powered
by MoneyGram. Both of these services allow you to send money, although both of them could benefit from lower fees, more competitive exchange rates and higher maximum limits. Use this list of alternatives at Walmart to learn how other companies can provide more marketing tools and better rates. XE focuses on global currency
transfers to bank accounts, so it lacks things like receiving cash and one currency transfers. Like Walmart, XE allows you to transfer to many countries, but it one-ups Walmart by not charging money transfer fees and imposing no maximum transfer limit. Why use XE Money Transfer instead? From transfer feesMax transfer is for each
transactionSaus more than 55 currenciesMalabank-to bank transfers onlyTransfers can last up to five daysWorldRemit games at Walmart, providing transfer options in more than 140 countries via online, banking to banks and money transfers. They both have low maximum transfer limits, but WorldRemit's flat low fees and competitive
rates make it a viable alternative. Why use worldremit site? Easy three-step transfer processTransfer to mobile wallet accountMobile air time account transfers supportedTransfer fees and exchange ratesDownsidesRelatively small daily maximum transfer amount $ 9000Government issued ID requiredMobile airtime, money pickups and
door-to-door transfers are not available in every countryriednieks union has had in the money transfer business since 1871 and has over 500,000 agent locations around the world, making it a serious competitor for money pickup and personal transfers. However, like Walmart, it suffers from weak exchange rates and fees that are often
bested by smaller companies. Why choose Western Union instead? Trusted money transfer provider for 145+ yearsLow minimum transfer of $1,500,000+ locationsDownsidesWeak exchange rates that can be nearly 5% higher than the average market rateHigher fees compared to other companies on this listOFX doesn't have any
maximum remittance limits, which makes it a good option if you need to send more than Walmart's $2500 limit. OFX also charges free of charge and offers a competitive exchange rate. However, a high minimum year transfer requirement may discourage some senders from using OFX. Why use OFX instead? No maximum limitCan set
planned and repetitic transfersFrom transfer feesWart options such as futures and limit ordersDownsidesCan only be sent to a bank accountCan not be sent to a bank accountCan not be sent to a bank accountSusuc to check new accounts by phoneHigh minimum transfer amount is $ 1000Neat use mid-market rateIPare is a bank bank
bank as paymentXoom has a lower reach than Walmart, so make sure your destination is on the list before starting the transfer. Both companies offer low minimum remittance amounts, while Xoom has a higher maximum remittance limit. Xoom stands out for its money back guarantee if your transfer doesn't arrive on time – a rare perk in
the money transfer industry. Why use Xoom instead? Money back guarantee if your transfer is lateMeels with your PayPal accountdownsidesSmaller networkLower maximum shipping limitTransfer fee varies depending on the sending method, amount and destinationStill looking for other options? Use the table below to find even more
alternatives to Walmart money transfers. You can enter how much and where you want to send, and you'll be able to see details about the most popular transfer companies. Was this content useful to you? You?
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